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When it comes to saving money, Edmunds.com “True Market Value” shows that Lexus buyers in Orange County most 
often pay the same price for their new Lexus, regardless of where they buy.  So why not shop a dealership that doesn’t 
“feel” like a dealership?

Enjoy a unique experience. Newport Lexus  o�ers an incredible inventory of Lexus vehicles and luxurious amenities. 

At Newport Lexus , we understand you like to save time and money. We do too.

Newport Lexus .  It’s about time. 

  .YFILAUQ LLIW SREYUB LLA TON  .TIDERC + ENO REIT 
-
-

TER.  EXTRA CHARGES FOR EXCESS WEAR AND TEAR.  WINDOW TINT NOT INCLUDED IN ADVERTISED PRICE. 5 AVAILABLE AT THIS PAYMENT. OFFER EXPIRES 11/30/13. 

EXPERIENCE IT FOR YOURSELF…
    TEST DRIVE THE ALL-NEW 2014 LEXUS IS TODAY.

THE ALL NEW 2014 IS250 RWD
LEASE FOR

$349 * PER MO
FOR 27 MOS
+TAX

 www.edmunds.com/TMV for more information.  

DON’T LET OUR LOOKS DECEIVE YOU.
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onna Bunce, president of Donna Bunce & Associates Public Relations and author of the 

blog, Donna on the Town, had a chance to ask luxury businesses in the area about their 

trends, new products in the fourth quarter and what their plans are for 2014. You’ll recognize the 

upscale names, may even do business with them and will be delighted to know what’s happening 

in their luxury universe.

Discover the latest trends as Donna interviews some of OC’s most prolifi c fi gures in luxury lifestyle.

D

With the steadily improving economy and confi dence levels, we are seeing an uptick in interest 
in the luxury and ultra-luxury segments. The quality of the Rolls-Royce product is absolutely 
as good as it gets in terms of technology, craftsmanship and reliability. Helping the consumer 
establish “permission” to own and drive this car is a huge opportunity for our brand. As people 
become more comfortable that their success is sustainable, we will hopefully see more Rolls-
Royce vehicles in traffi c here in Orange County.

– Michael Chadwick, President
Rolls-Royce Motor Cars Orange County, Newport Beach, and of Shelly Automotive

Michael Chadwick
President
Rolls-Royce Motor Cars Orange 
County, Newport Beach, and of 
Shelly Automotive

In the chauffeured transportation industry, we expect to see a revival in consumer spending, resulting 
in increased use of chauffeured transportation for business and leisure in the upcoming months. 
We are also seeing an increase in the use of mobile devices for the reservation process. The core-
chauffeured clients are likely to continue to use traditional reservation-based service; however, many 
clients are focused on a mobile device-based system. Best Chauffeured implemented our mobile 
site several months ago to stay ahead of the trends. We are now re-investing in our technology to 
continue to stay ahead of the trends with an even better application for smart phones.

– Robert Vaughan, President & CEO
Best Chauffeured, Huntington Beach

Lugano’s expertise is in making one-of-a-kind pieces of jewelry; therefore we do not naturally follow 
any trends, as the majority of our products are unique. This being said, in this past year, we have 
seen a signifi cant move from buyers focusing on traditional classic essentials to higher price points 
and more creative, unique pieces that refl ect their individuality.

– Moti Ferder, President & Design Director
Lugano Diamonds, Newport Beach

Orange County YTD new vehicle sales through August 2013 are up 12.2% over 2012, Japanese 
brands are up 14.6% and Lexus is up 21.4%. We are expecting the fourth quarter sales period to 
be the best of the year!

– A.J. D’Amato, President
Newport Lexus, Newport Beach

We fi nd an extremely robust demand for high-quality gemstones. There is a strong desire for the 
conversion of currency for hard assets, such as precious gems. Our challenge is not fi nding the 
buyers, but fi nding the extremely rare, untreated gems that every connoisseur desires.

– Alfredo J. Molina, Chairman & CEO
Black, Starr & Frost, Newport Beach

Michael Chadwick

What are the trends in your business?QA&
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Alfredo J. Molina
Chairman & CEO
Black, Starr & Frost, Newport Beach

Lexus recently launched the all new 2014 IS that features aggressive styling that refuses to go unnoticed, 
available user-friendly technology that seamlessly connects you to your favorite mobile apps and new 
performance engineering designed to deliver an unprecedented level of control and precision. The 
2014 IS is fun and affordable! On October 7, Lexus introduced the new seven-passenger, full-time 
4WD 2014 GX 460 SUV, which is capable of towing 6,500 pounds in total luxury.

– A.J. D’Amato, President
Newport Lexus, Newport Beach

Lugano will be releasing a new collection of very high-end diamond jewelry. This collection will carve 
a niche in the market for those who want to combine the purchase of a signifi cant, high-quality 
diamond (the stones, in all shapes, will be GIA-certifi ed with excellent cut, polish and symmetry) 
with a unique design that will enhance the stone. This will allow for the creation of a one-of-a-kind 
piece that organically won’t look like the traditional settings, which are typically used for signifi cant 
stones by other high-end jewelry houses.

– Moti Ferder, President & Design Director
Lugano Diamonds, Newport Beach

In the fourth quarter of 2013, Best Chauffeured will be adding beautiful, new 35-passenger 
coaches to our fl eet. This will allow an extension of our services as we continue to provide luxury 
transportation to groups of all sizes.

– Robert Vaughan, President & CEO
Best Chauffeured, Huntington Beach

We have created a new line for the gentlemen. The “M-Line” provides a masculine architectural 
design for men of style. Our One of One initiative offers an opportunity to own an extremely rare 
gemstone that will appreciate in value for many generations to come.

– Alfredo J. Molina, Chairman & CEO
Black, Starr & Frost, Newport Beach

Alfredo J. Molina

List some of the new products coming out in 
the fourth quarter of 2013.QA&

The big news for us is the Wraith. It will be the sportiest, sexiest and most powerful Rolls-Royce ever 
crafted, and it’s heading our way next month. In fact, it is conceived and designed to be driven and 
enjoyed by its owner, so it also represents a real opportunity in that notion of “permission” to drive 
the best I mentioned earlier. We fi rst saw a sneak peak of the Wraith in Monterey at the Concourse 
De Elegance. It was encouraging to see that the interest in the car was equally divided between 
men and women. Regardless of who sits in the car, you are bound to look and feel special.

– Michael Chadwick, President
Rolls-Royce Motor Cars Orange County, Newport Beach, and of Shelly Automotive
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Our goal is to re-establish Rolls-Royce Motor Cars Orange County as one of the elite Rolls-Royce 
franchises in North America. There are a lot of hard working, successful people here, who have 
earned the right and privilege for the fi ner things. Other than the many operational changes we 
are making, we are moving the service facility to something much more fi tting with the quality and 
stature of the brand. Frankly, our clients deserve better.

– Michael Chadwick, President
Rolls-Royce Motor Cars Orange County, Newport Beach, and of Shelly Automotive

Lugano Diamonds is proud to be based in Newport Beach. In 2014, while we will continue to 
support and serve the Orange County community, we will also focus on the rapid expansion of 
exporting the Lugano brand to new markets, supporting more national and international events, 
and subsequently supporting more communities. All this while carving an untapped spot in the 
market for those who want quality, creativity and value with a great experience and exceptional 
customer service.

– Moti Ferder, President & Design Director
Lugano Diamonds, Newport Beach

In 2014, Best Chauffeured will continue to expand and improve our fl eet by replacing many of our 
sedans. We are also investing in new technology to create an even more amazing experience 
for our customers. I will continue to work closely with the Huntington Beach Visitor’s Bureau, our 
COO Todd Szilagyi will continue his involvement in various associations and VP of Operations 
Greg Garlich has plans to strengthen Best Chauffeured’s training program with some fresh, new 
ideas. Best Chauffeured is excited for 2014 and is always looking at potentially growing through 
expansion.

– Robert Vaughan, President & CEO
Best Chauffeured, Huntington Beach

We are pleased to continue our legacy of “Changing the world one jewel at a time®” and have 
created our Holiday Wish Book in partnership with Orangewood, Pretend City, Orange County 
School of the Arts and Discovery Science Center. We have paired our exceptional jewelry, created 
by Black, Starr & Frost and handcrafted with the world’s most precious gemstones, with fantastic 
adventures that our BSF Concierge will facilitate for you. Our desire is to create a truly one-of-a-
kind, memorable experience that is the hallmark of Black, Starr & Frost. These wishes have super 
powers to support four very worthy charitable organizations that serve children and families in 
Orange County. It is our wish that more than a million dollars will be gifted by this initiative to help 
change our community one jewel at a time. 

– Alfredo J. Molina, Chairman & CEO
Black, Starr & Frost, Newport Beach

Lexus will introduce three new models in 2014, starting with our sporty hybrid, the CT200h, in 
February, followed by a new SUV hybrid in November and a new two-door coupe based on the 
LFCC concept car. These new models are expected to introduce Lexus to a new audience and 
Newport Lexus plans to provide an ownership experience equal to the exceptional Lexus vehicle! 
We will continue as one of the most successful luxury automobile dealerships in Orange County. 
We have crafted the revolutionary approach in which “guests,” not “customers,” are treated with 
the same level of service given at a fi ve-star resort. So, don’t be surprised if it doesn’t “feel” like 
a dealership.

– A.J. D’Amato, President
Newport Lexus, Newport Beach

What are your plans for 2014?QA&

Moti Ferder
President & Design Director
Lugano Diamonds, Newport Beach

Robert Vaughan
President & CEO
Best Chauffeured, Huntington Beach
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 McLaren
 625 horsepower Twin-Turbo V8.
Hard top convertible. Less than 3,000lbs.
0-60 in 3.1 seconds. Nothing drives like a McLaren 
because nothing has been
designed like a McLaren.

 McLaren

Maserati
 In the new Maserati Quattroporte, the soul 
of the luxury saloon and the pedigree of the 
classic grand tourer are balanced to perfection, 
creating a truly unique and exclusive car. Its 
modern design is simply breathtaking, with 
elegant and timeless contours enveloping a 
roomy, comfortable interior where, in the fi nest 
traditions of Italian craftsmanship, only the 
highest quality materials are used.

Maserati

Lexus
In 2006, A.J. D’Amato and partner David Wilson 
opened the country’s most luxurious Lexus 
dealership, Newport Lexus.

LexusBest Chauffeured
Beyond. Transportation.
With an extensive fl eet of sedans, limousines, 
vans, SUVs, minicoaches and motorcoaches, Best 
Chauffeured can accommodate any transportation 
need. Our professionally trained chauffeurs, pristine 
vehicles, 24-hour reservations support, vehicle 
tracking and fl ight tracking provide customers with 
the highest level of service possible.

Best Chauffeured

Lugano
Lugano’s Natural Clam Pearl 
and Zirconium Flower Cuff 
features a 14mm Natural 
Clam Pearl with 1.77 carats of 
Round Brilliant collection VS 
diamonds, set in white gold.

LuganoLugano

 Cabo Luxury Villas
 Luxury at Lands End!
Villa Paradiso Perduto, a Luxury Vacation Villa 
Rental By Cabo Luxury Villas.

 Cabo Luxury Villas

 Black, Starr & Frost
 18 karat yellow gold and 
platinum lovingly embraces 
19.23 carats of fancy, intense 
yellow asscher cut diamonds, 
8.46 carats of asscher cut white 
diamonds and 31.05 carats of 
round brilliant diamonds.

 Black, Starr & Frost
18 karat yellow gold and 
platinum lovingly embraces 
19.23 carats of fancy, intense 
yellow asscher cut diamonds, 
8.46 carats of asscher cut white 
diamonds and 31.05 carats of 
round brilliant diamonds.

Jaeger-LeCoultre
Master Grande Tradition Tourbillon 
Cylindrique à Quantième Perpétuel Jubilee. 
This timepiece is a perfect combination 
of the historic heritage of 19th-century 
watches and cutting-edge technology.
Its perpetual calendar indications
are displayed extremely clearly
on its dial.
This model is the fi rst to combine
a fl ying tourbillon with a cylindrical
balance-spring, thus guaranteeing 
an exceptional level of timekeeping 
performance. All in all, a timepiece of 
great precision, combining exceptional 
complications with an extremely
expressive aesthetic appearance.

Rolls-Royce
Wraith is the most powerful Rolls-Royce in history. 
Behind the deep set Pantheon grille sits a potent 6.6 
litre, twin turbo-charged V12 engine, powering from 
0-60 mph in 4.6 seconds. Even with this formidable 
power, Wraith is every inch a refi ned Rolls-Royce 
with electronically controlled air suspension that 
creates the signature “magic carpet ride.”

Rolls-Royce
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